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Details of Visit:

Author: GFELover
Location 2: Euston
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 2 May 2016 2:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

As per other reviews the incall location was at a fairly non-descript but comfortable and clean flat
very close to the tube station with an entrance from the street. Was not kept waiting and did not feel
conspicuous at any time given the busy nature of the area. Felt safe and special attention was
made by receptionist and Luna to ensure that paths did not cross with other clients given layout of
flat and shared bathroom.

The Lady:

Quite simply stunning. As clichéd as it sounds Luna/Miss Trixx’s pics do not do her justice,
although her tattoos and intimate set of piercings may not be to everyone’s tastes it is obvious that
she works hard to keep in shape with a wonderful figure accentuated by a lovely pert bottom and
pair of nicely sized boobs.
What is also not fully conveyed in the pics are Luna’s warm personality, very cute dimples and her
beautiful eyes.

The Story:

Having called HOD1 on a whim I spoke to a very helpful and friendly receptionist who was able to
book me a 90 min appointment with Luna at short notice.
After a short tube journey I arrived at the incall location and door was promptly answered by the
receptionist who showed me to the bedroom where I waited with a little trepidation for Luna to arrive
not being entirely sure what to expect given Luna’s experience in porn and being a little on the shy
side myself. As soon as Luna entered any fears or doubts I had were immediately dissipated as I
received a very warm and friendly welcome. After sorting out the paperwork (at my request) the
observation was made that I was wearing too much so I quickly undressed prompting Luna to
provide some much needed TLC and a superb GFE over the next 90 mins. What followed was a
perfect blend of foreplay (OWO, RO) and covered sex (reverse cowgirl, mish) which gave me an
opportunity to enjoy Luna’s beautiful body and warm and easy going company.

I was very pleasantly surprised on the how good and tactile the GFE service Luna was able to
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provide having had a very misjudged preconception that Luna would be more akin to a PSE being
an established porn star (although I am sure that she also excels at this!). Can truly say she really
looked after me, even provided a massage between rounds.

Overall I had a wonderful time with Luna and can’t rate her highly enough. Being a very special
lady, Luna deserves to be treated with the upmost respect since she will more than reciprocate if
you do.

Really hope to see again when schedule and funds allow.
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